CASHING IN ON CRUMBLING
INFRASTRUCTURE

The dual threat our cities face from private
water and Trump's infrastructure agenda

T

oday, U.S. cities, which for decades
have struggled to keep up their
water systems with diminishing
federal support, face a dual threat.
The private water industry has been
promising efficiency and investment,
but instead has delivered corner-cutting
measures and has failed to invest in the
infrastructure our cities truly need. Now
the Trump administration has proposed
"key principles" for infrastructure that
would shrink already insufficient federal
infrastructure investment and further
pad the profits of the private sector,
while failing to solve our cities' water
infrastructure crisis.1

In Baltimore (pictured above) and other cities across the country, communities have expressed grave concerns
The Trump administration’s proabout public-private partnerships in the water sector.
privatization stance represents a
dream come true for private water
corporations. Yet Trump’s infrastructure Trump’s infrastructure approach and the water industry’s policy wish list are
dangerous for cities because they would:
approach is a nightmare for cities
desperate for federal support for
maintenance, repair, and improvement 1. Put pressure on cities to cede control of public resources (like water systems)
to private corporations via "public-private partnerships," operation &
of their aging water systems.
maintenance contracts, leases, and sales. Driven by profit, the private water
industry has a track record of cutting corners that can lead to serious health
Why? Trump’s infrastructure approach
hazards, labor abuses, and infrastructure neglect, as well as putting lowis a dangerous combination of cutting
income communities at risk through aggressive rate hikes.4
regulations and necessary enforcement
that keep our water systems safe,
2. Fail to ensure infrastructure repair and expansion where it is most needed.
leaving our cities and states with
Corporations prioritize their stakeholders and profit. Giving incentives
decreased federal support to run these
to the private sector, including government subsidies, will not solve our
systems, and subsidizing so-called
infrastructure crisis because corporations will never take on infrastructure
"public-private partnerships" and other
projects that are desperately needed but not profitable. The federal
forms of privatization. 2 Meanwhile, the
government could put that money to better use by investing directly in
water industry is angling for Trump to
repairing and improving our aging infrastructure.
grant unfettered access to subsidies
and tax breaks. The National Association
Both Trump and the for-profit water industry ignore the solution we know
of Water Companies has told Trump
works:
investing in public funding and financing programs that address our
that it is “eager to work with [his]
highest priority infrastructure needs.
administration to open the door” to a
slate of pro-privatization policies.3

Rather than giving away billions in
public funds to the private sector,
the federal government could fund
infrastructure grants, increase funding
to the Drinking Water State Revolving
Funds, and leverage public financing
at the state and municipal levels—
proven methods for building strong,
publicly controlled water systems and
other infrastructure.
At the local level, public solutions
to water-related challenges include
public-public partnerships, green
bonds, and other municipal bonds
or taxes needed for infrastructure
projects.
Federal funding for public water
infrastructure is a matter of political
will, not of scarce resources. To bolster
the national commitment to public
funding for our water systems, we
need to call on our federal government
to reprioritize public funding for this
essential infrastructure.

Private water’s role in lead contamination crises
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Private water corporations do not adequately invest
in infrastructure
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Skyrocketing rates as a result of private water deals
Skyrocketing
rates as a result of private water deals
In Bayonne, New Jersey, a privatization deal involving Suez and private
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